Proteomics in the Diagnosis of Inborn Encephalopathies of Unknown Origin: A Myth or Reality.
Synaptopathy underlies a great variety of neurological or neurodevelopmental disorders, including neurodegenerative diseases and the highly complex neuropsychiatric syndromes. Standard diagnostic assays in the majority of synaptopathies are insufficient to make an appropriate and fast diagnosis, which has spurred a search for more accurate diagnostic methods using recent technological advances. As synaptopathy phenotypes strictly depend on genetics and environmental factors, the best way to approach these diseases is the investigation of entire sets of protein characteristics. Thus, proteomics has emerged as a mainstay in the studies on synaptopathies, with mass spectrometry as a technology of choice. This review is an update on the proteomic methods and achievements in the understanding, diagnostics, and novel biomarkers of synaptopathies. The article also provides a critical point of view and future perspectives on the application of neuroproteomics in clinical practice.